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Dear Supporter

SHE’S BACK
It was going to be a restoration. It turned into a rebuild. But she’s back, looking as she
hasn’t looked for 116 years. Same old double-ended shape. Same old sheer. Same old
waterline. Same old dimensions. New pleasure seeing her back in the familiar barn.

	
  
Some way into this project it became clear that we would have to change the way we
worked. We were going to examine every timber and replace those that were not going
to stand up to re-use over another hundred years.
We started with basics. The keel. Oak, five by nine inches, over thirty feet long.
Was it the original? Or had it been replaced at some stage after long years of service
holding the frames together through storms at sea and bumping over sandbanks in The
Wash? No-one knew for certain. Even if it was a replacement, the existing keel bore
too many scars and was clearly too worn down in places to be fit for its new purpose.
We located a new one a hundred miles away.

Then the fifty-plus oak frames defining the shape of the hull. Some were clearly
at the end of their lives. Others looked OK but the fixings were well rusted and could
not be trusted to retain their integrity under new strains. We acquired new oak from
local woodlands and began steaming them into shape for replacements.
Then the planks of the hull, more than an inch thick – tarred on the outside. Some
were obviously rotten, and may have been original. We tested them all by the timehonoured method of pushing a small screwdriver into each face. Many seemed good.
Local woodlands provided larch so that we could replace the worst of them.
The decking was too far gone for re-use.
It was when we began working on the planks that we made the discovery that rot
had got into almost all of them. The screwdriver test did not reveal that while the
outsides of the planks were OK, there was a seam of rot in the centre, making complete
replacement necessary. Meanwhile the larch had deteriorated. It was replaced by iroko.

The new Baden Powell
So what we have now is an almost new Baden Powell. At no time was she reduced to a
pile of scrap timbers. Each replacement piece was matched to its original then
substituted directly, so the lines of the 1900 boat haven’t changed.
For his first King’s Lynn boat, Walter Worfolk was using the most modern tools
he could afford, with the best materials available, and the most secure fixings. We have
done the same. He would have given his eye teeth for an electric drill, saw, sander and
planer. They weren’t about in 19th Century boatyards. We had the best power tools. He
had adhesives almost straight from the slaughterhouse. We had modern glues and
preservatives, stainless steel fixings and fittings, as well as galvanised iron.
Will the new Baden Powell last longer than the one launched by Walter Worfolk
in 1900 into the River Nar, with his sons Gerald, nine, and Bill, seven, watching every
movement down the slipway? We think so.

What next?

John Woodford (left) is one of our trustee
volunteers who started to paint the iroko
hull planks at St Osyth. More coats have
been applied since then, and more will be
needed over the winter to prepare the
Baden Powell for its new role. Other
tasks are to fit the lead ingots we already
have for ballast – and to make and fit
more so she can ride properly in the
water.
Then there will be buoyancy
aids, navigation and radio equipment, and
the diesel engine. And a fair bit more...
We shall be holding open days when you will be able to get close up to the boat
again and see how we have been spending the funds you have been sending us over the
years – and which are still needed so we can get on and complete the job. But we need
to build a safe visitor access first. More news soon.
KH
Merry Christmas!

